Quality Monitoring For Joining And Force Fitting
This depiction shows a force
fitting process with an occuring
crack. This image basically shows
the same acoustic emissions
as the faultless process (image
below). The difference: Additional
intensive single signals with high
amplitudes and significant parts
in the high frequency area can be
seen - characteristic signals for
occuring cracks in metal.

Crack detection and end-of-line monitoring
Optimizer4D is able to detect broken force fitted work pieces during the process
automatically. Simultaneously, the measurement system recognizes if a work
piece group was joined completely and correctly.
The graphics show the difference between acoustic signals of two force fitting
processes where two circled steel mechanical pieces are getting joined in an
elastic and plastic interference fit assembly by force fitting.
Machine, types of pieces and process parameters are identical. The only difference: The image below shows the signals of work pieces that have been damaged during the force fitting process.
The signal deciption of the force fitting process clearly shows occuring cracks
during the process. A torn work piece (image above) generates another depiction
as a faultless work piece (image below). The same counts for work pieces which
are getting joined together out of several components.

This depiction shows the acoustic
signals of a faultless force fitting
process. At the beginning of the
process (on the right of the depiction) low amplitudes are shown
up which are getting more intensive until the end of the process (on
the left of the depiction). Within
the high frequency area, there are
no signals - no cracks.

Initial point of the study was waste, which occurred during a force
fitting process: Problematic are
the smallest cracks near the joint.
If there is, e.g., no security snap
ring or something similar, there is
no according signal shown in the
depiction.
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